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Kevin Prall 
Technical Director at the IVSC

Currently serving as the Business Valuation Standards 
Director at the International Valuation Standards Council 
(IVSC). At the IVSC he has led projects on goodwill 
recognition and testing, discount rate alpha and forecast 
considerations, complex capital structures, inventory, non-
financial liabilities, brand valuation, human capital, and 
ESG value creation. In his role, Kevin works with global 
leaders of the valuation industry, securities regulators, and 
accounting standard setters to advance the interests of 
the capital markets and the valuation profession.
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Sustainability and International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC)



IVSC MISSION

Working with our partners, including other standard setters, 

regulators, valuation professional organisations, valuation 

service providers; and the end users of valuation information: 

The IVSC’s goal is to build trust in valuation by establishing 

globally consistent, high-quality International Valuation 

Standards (IVS) across all asset classes, and by supporting the 

growth of the valuation profession.  

In achieving this, the IVSC seeks to support business, 

strengthen financial markets and protect the public interest. 

100+ EXPERTS ACROSS 
THE IVSC’S BOARDS 
AND WORKING GROUPS 
FROM 30  COUNTRIES



Standards Review Board
Oversees and ensures full coordination between 
technical boards; leads on ITC has responsibility 
for the ‘General Standards’ chapters of the IVS

Tangible Assets Business Valuation Financial Instruments

Advisory Forum
Acts as a conduit between Valuation 
Professional Organisations and the 
technical boards.

Membership & Standards
Recognition Board
Leads market-facing efforts to embed IVS

Board of Trustees
Provides independent oversight

Europe Board
Leads market-facing efforts to promote and 
embed IVS across European markets

Technical boards responsible for drafting and consulting on 
asset-specific standards

IVSC Structure Overview



The Current ESG & Sustainability Landscape
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• Background

– ESG discussion has quickly moved from a philanthropic and corporate responsibility discussion, to the central 
C-suite issue focused on value creation, long term value, and financial resiliency/sustainability.

– The current web of disclosures, reporting requirements, and ESG ratings is inefficient, much of the 
information is not “value-relevant”, and often provides conflicting information.   

• Current Developments at Standard Setters and Regulators

– IFRS Foundation – Recently formed the ISSB.

– EFRAG – EU commission has appointed EFRAG to develop and implement EU sustainability reporting 
requirements. 

– SEC/IOSCO – ESG has been the subject of an ever increasing number of comment letters from the SEC and 
other financial regulators around the world.



ESG - The Journey So Far 
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IVSC Thought Leadership and Next Steps
• The requirement to incorporate ESG’s in the valuation process is already an implicit requirement in IVS 

and in the next edition of IVS the SRB is planning to make this requirement more specific
• IVSC published three separate perspectives papers ESG and Business Valuation, A Framework to Assess 

ESG Value Creation, and ESG and Real Estate Valuation.

• Exploring if and how ESG can be explicitly included in valuation and corporate finance frameworks.



IVSC Next Steps on ESG
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• Future Perspective Papers:

– Further perspectives paper are due to be published this year considering topics such as:

• Energy rating systems for Buildings (i.e. EPC, and NABERS) 

• ESG and infrastructure valuation and development properties

• Human Capital Valuation

• Upcoming Market Survey:

– The IVSC working group have prepared separate survey questions for firms, investors, and valuers to 
understand the current consideration and demand for further consideration of ESGs within the valuation 
process. 

– The survey is due to launch shortly and following on from the survey responses received the SRB will publish 
a report, which will provide further information on the current consideration of ESGs across all markets and 
specialisms and will act as guidance for future revisions within IVS. 



IVSC Next Steps on ESG (continued)
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• Stakeholder Engagement:

– The IVSC continues to coordinate with various stakeholders to ensure future reporting and disclosure 
frameworks are value relevant.

• European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG)

• Accountancy Europe

• International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)

• International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB)

• CFA Institute

• European Mortgage Federation (EMF)

• Standard Setting:

– The goal is to eventually move from implicit requirements to incorporate ESG considerations to explicit 
standards.
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